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Everyday convenience, done better




Explore innovative packaging solutions that solve today's real-life problems.







View Innovations
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Custom designs to meet your needs




Working with Graphic Packaging is not just buying a product. We work with you along the way to help solve your problems and innovate solutions.







See How We Work
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	Clip-Style Multipack Machinery
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	Fully Enclosed Multipack Machinery
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	Sleeve Wrapping Machinery
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	Wrap-Style Multipack Machinery
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	Paperboard Canister Machinery
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	Pick and Place Machines
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	Custom Machines



	



	
			
				


You are fully supported by our parts and services team




Our parts and services teams provide full support for customers who have our machinery systems, with after-hours emergency support available.







Contact our parts and services team
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	Food
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	Foodservice
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	Home and Garden
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	Personal Care
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	Healthcare
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	Pet Care
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	Beauty
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	e-Commerce






	
		
			


Custom designs to meet your needs




Working with Graphic Packaging is not just buying a product. We work with you along the way to help solve your problems and innovate solutions.







See how we work
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Hot Cups, Lids, and Accessories




We offer a full portfolio of paper cups, lids, and accessories for businesses serving hot beverages. 




As a leading manufacturer of single-use paper cups, we offer high-quality single-wall and insulated paper hot cups in a variety of sizes. Choose between standard, stock designs, or custom-printed cups.  




Our portfolio includes standard hot cups, ecotainer™ commercially compostable cups, vending cups, and Hold&Go™ insulated cups. We offer our products in both Solid Bleached Sulfate (SBS) and post-consumer recycled fiber (PCF) materials that come in bulk sleeves or individually wrapped cups. 




View brochure
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Hot Cups, Lids, and Accessories Benefits
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Sustainability





Meets Sustainable Forestry Initiative® standards, ensuring that the fiber used comes from sustainably managed forests 
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Brand & Marketing





Choose a stock design or print your logo and/or a custom design 
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Compliance Packaging





Compliance packaging is available 

















portfolio




Hot Cups, Lids, and Accessories 




As a leading manufacturer of single-use paper cups, we offer high-quality single-wall and insulated paper hot cups in a variety of sizes. Choose between standard, stock designs, or custom-printed cups.  
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Standard Hot Cups
Standard hot cups are ideal for on-the-go or take-home beverages. Offering 4oz to 24oz cup sizes, you can choose the cup size that best fits your beverage offering, from espresso servings to a large cup of coffee.

Read more
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Hold&Go™ Insulated Paper Hot Cups 
Our Hold&Go™ insulated paper hot cups use ThermaShield™ technology to provide a versatile solution for hot on-the-go beverages. Hold&Go is ideal for operators looking for a high-quality printed cup with sturdy construction for their consumers that doesn’t sacrifice speed of service. 

Read more
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Post-Consumer Recycled Fiber (PCF) Hot Cups 
Post-consumer recycled fiber (PCF) paper hot cups are made with a minimum of 10 percent PCF. This beverage packaging option can demonstrate your commitment to the environment with consumers while helping you meet your sustainability goals. 

Read more
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Vending Hot Cups
Vending hot cups are designed to fit in standard vending machines for easy self-service dispensing. Ideal for rest stops, break rooms, and other locations where beverages are available for purchase without a cashier.

Read more
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Individually Wrapped Paper Hot Cups
Individually wrapped paper cups are a safe, hygienic alternative to breakable glassware that requires cleaning. Each cup is machine-sealed and stacked for convenience. 

Read more
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Cup Buddy™ Hot Cup Sleeves 
Cup Buddy™ sleeves are a great accessory when using a single-wall cup filled with your favorite hot beverage.

Read more
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Food and Beverage Carriers
Food and beverage carriers are a convenient, safe way to give multiple food and beverage items to consumers.

Read more
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ecotainer™ Hot Cups
ecotainer™ hot cups are part of a range of single-use, commercially compostable* foodservice packaging. The ecotainer cup is made from paper with a PLA biopolymer coating and the lid is made from a PLA biopolymer, a plant-based material.

Read more



















Find the Paper Cup That’s Right for You










View our product comparison guide



















Order Foodservice Products on Our Javastock Store










Order now




Why buy local?


















Related Products
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Cold Cups, Lids, and Accessories
A full line of cups, lids, and accessories for businesses serving cold beverages.

Read more
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To-Go Food Packaging 
A full portfolio of to-go fiber-based food packaging that includes clamshells, trays, folding cartons, plates, buckets, containers, carriers, and fry packaging for businesses serving hot and cold foods.

Read more
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Compliance Foodservice Packaging
We have a broad portfolio of foodservice packaging that offers an effective alternative to polystyrene for areas where this material is banned.

Read more
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